
Uncovering Hidden Structure

Our long-term objective is to uncover meaningful high order structure across multiple
spatial and temporal scales in the dynamics of biological systems of very many interacting
elements. We are investigating two approaches, addressing the two kinds of information
we might have concerning such a system. First, we use automated computational methods
that “reduce” a highly detailed, high-dimensional model of the dynamics of a system into a
“coarse-grained”, low-dimensional approximation of that model. The coarse-grained model
constructed this way will at the same time be a highly accurate predictor of the dynamics of
the highly detailed model, and far easier to simulate computationally, since it is much lower
dimensional. Second, we apply leading edge time-series analysis techniques to experimental
ecosystem data concerning a system whose underlying dynamical mechanisms are not fully
known. To do this we focus on nonlinear time-series analysis techniques which provide
optimal long-term prediction of the system dynamics.

One application of these techniques is to understand the complex dynamics of the human
microbiome. Each person has an associated microbial community with ten times as many
cells as human cells. These communities make up our microbiome and play a pivotal role in
determining our health. Interestingly, different parts of the body have their own character-
istic communities but these communities are highly dynamic.
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Frequencies of bacterial species
sampled from the skin of one person
over a year long period.

So while the bacteria that colonize skin tend to be dis-
tinguishable from those that colonize guts, the partic-
ular species involved fluctuate tremendously (see Fig-
ure). Is this turnover simply due to chance events or
is there some order governing the dynamics? Perhaps
there is a pattern to which organisms replace others?
Or maybe focusing on individual species misses larger,
more functionally-relevant groupings, e.g. three species
perform the same environmental role and should be con-
sidered as a single unit? As an initial approach to an-
swer these questions, the student will apply information
theoretic techniques outlined above to publicly available
microbiome datasets. This, however, is just the start-
ing point for the project and its ultimate direction will
depend on the success of the techniques and the interests of the student.

Beyond the goal of long-term prediction of a biological system, our approach may enable
establishment of effective biosystem management techniques, informing strategies for main-
taining healthy behavior in microbiota, biochemical networks, and food webs/ecosystems.
It could also be that the high-order structure we identify is not hierarchical, like tissues
within organs within organ systems, but rather captures complex interactions across dis-
parate organization levels. This would challenge the idea of stratifying dynamics into
distinct levels or scales.
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